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Performance Verification of Novel Cascaded Multilevel Inverter (CMLI)
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Abstract: In this paper performance analysis of a novel cascaded multilevel inverter (CMLI) with reduced
number of switches is discussed. The CMLI comprises of a number of sub inverter levels. The fundamental and
PWM switching of 11 level CMLI is analyzed using MATLAB/Simulink. The harmonic levels of both PWM and
fundamental are compared. The simplified topology results in cutting down the installation costs and area.
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Nomenclature:
V ,V , V V V : Input dc voltages 1 2 3, 4, 5

V : Inverter input voltageo

V : AC output voltageL

INTRODUCTION voltage rated switches can be utilized in a multilevel

In a power electronic system a multilevel inverter This may cause the overall system to be more expensive
produces a required output voltage from various levels of and complex.
dc voltages as inputs. The domain of multilevel power The proposed topology of cascaded multilevel
conversion technology has been a vast developing area inverter has minimum number of switches compared to
in power electronics at rapid pace with abundant potential existing multilevel inverters. This inverter is best suited
for advanced developments. The most captivating for renewable energy sources like solar cell and fuel cell.
applications of this technology are in the medium to high
voltage ranges. The idea of using multiple small voltage Conventional Cascaded Multilevel Inverter: A number of
levels to perform power conversion was introduced in full bridge inverters are connected in series to get the
1980 [1, 2]. Merits of this multilevel approach include multilevel output shown in Fig. 1. The total output voltage
good power quality, good electro-magnetic compatibility, is given by:
low switching losses and high voltage capability.

The basic inverter topology is the series H-bridge V  = V + V +… + V (1)
design [1]. This was succeeded by the diode-clamped
inverter [2-4] to split the dc bus voltage, which employs If all the dc sources in Fig. 1 are equal to V  then it is
a bank of series capacitors. Thediode-clamped is called symmetric multilevel inverter. The number of steps
succeeded by flying-capacitor (or capacitor clamped) [5] (N ) produced by the multilevel inverter depends on
topology after few years, instead of series connected number of full bridge inverters.
capacitors, as this topology utilizes floating capacitors to
clamp the voltage levels. We also have some hybrid N  = 2n+1. (2)
models obtained from cascading fundamental multilevel
inverters [8-12], where we can achieve a good power Total output voltage is given by.
quality than in fundamental inverters. Unfortunately,
multilevel  inverters   do   have   some  disadvantages. V  = n * V (3)
One particular disadvantage is the greater number of
power semiconductor switches needed. Although lower where N is number of bridges.

inverters, each switch requires a related gate drive circuit.
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Fig. 1: Conventional cascaded MLI

Fig. 2: Single unit of proposed CMLI

In order to get more voltage without increasing the
components, the dc voltage sources has to be multiplied
by a small factor to form a geometric progression by
which the number of steps will be increased by

N  = 2  -1 if V  = 2  Vdc for j=1..n (4)step j
n+1 j-1

N  = 3  if V  = 3  Vdc for j=1,2..n (5)step j
n j-1

The total output voltage is given by,

V  = (2 -1) Vdc if V  = 2  Vdc for j=1,2..n (6)O j
n j-1

(7)

From equations (2)-(7) we can notice that the
asymmetric inverter gives more voltage steps and higher
voltage levels for same number of bridges.

Fig. 3: Cascaded basic units

Table 1: Switching States To Get Maximum Output
State S S V11 12 O

1 On Off Vdc

2 Off On 0

Table 2: Generalized Switching States Of Cmli
State S S S S S S V11 12 21 22 n1 n2 O

1 Off On Off On Off On 0
2 On Off Off On Off On V1
3 Off On On Off Off On V2
4 On Off On Off Off On V1+V2
2 On Off On Off On Offn

Novel Cascaded Multilevel Inverter: The proposed
multilevel inverter has less number of switches compared
to traditional inverter. The basic unit of proposed MLI is
shown in Fig. 2.

The basic unit has two switches S  and S . It can be11 12

seen very clearly both the switches cannot be turned on
at a time which leads to short circuit. To get the maximum
output voltage switch S  is on and S  is off.Several11 12

number of sub multilevel inverters are connected in
cascade to get a multilevel output. This configuration
requires several dc sources which is best suitable for fuel
cells, solar cells and batteries. A typical n level topology
is  shown  in  Fig.  3.  Where  we  can  get 2 output levels.n
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Fig. 4: Five level dc output across the series connected sub mulltilevel inverters

Table 3: Switching States Of 11 Level CMLI

Voltage Level S11 S21 S31 S41 S51 S12 S22 S32 S42 S52

Vdc 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 (Vdc/5) 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1*

3 (Vdc/5) 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1*

2 (Vdc/5) 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1*

Vdc/5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

Table 2 shows the switching states for multiple outputs
and the total output voltage is given by Eq. (1). Fig. 4
shows the typical 5 level dc output of the proposed
converter, where we can get even or odd number of steps.

Total number of steps we obtain,

N  = n+1step

Total output voltage

V = n * V , n is number of basic unitsO dc

Herein a eleven level inverter is designed and the
switching states of the proposed eleven level CMLI is
shown below. The below switching states are used to get
the stepped DC voltage V  across the series connectedo

sub inverter levels.
Maximum Voltage (V ) is obtained when all the seriesdc

switches are ON and the parallel switches are OFF.

The 80% of (V ) is obtained when S ,S ,S ,S  and Sdc 11 21 31 41 52

are ON and the remaining are ON.

The 60% of (V ) is obtained when S ,S ,S S S aredc 11 21 31 and 42, 52

ON and remaing are OFF.

The 40% of (V ) is obtained when S ,S S S S aredc 11 21 and 32 42, 52

ON and remaing are OFF.

The 20% of (V ) is obtained when S S S S S aredc 11 and 22, 32 42, 52

ON and remaing are OFF.

The five level dc output voltage V which is ofo

stepped in nature is given to the full bridge H-Bridge
inverter which is shown in Fig. 5.

The  generalized  CMLI  topology  is  shown in the
Fig. 5.  below  which consists of a stepped dc input to a
H-bridge inverter. Futher, Fig. 6 presents the detials of
proposed eleven level multilevel inverter. herein, five sub
units are used, which includes 10 switches and 1 H-bridge
module for proposed CMLI.

The stepped  dc  output  voltage  is   given   to  the
H-bridge inverter where the switches T1, T2 will be ON for
the positive half cycle and T3, T4 will be On for the
negative half cycle. The expected AC stepped AC output
voltages  waveform  of the proposed CMLI is shown in
Fig. 7.

Simulation Analysis
Switching Strategies: Numerous modulation techniques
adopted for cascaded multilevel inverters. A high number
of power electronic devices and switching redundancies
bring a higher level of complexity compared with a
traditional inverter counterpart. However, this difficulty
could be used to add extra capabilities to the modulation
technique, namely, reducing the switching frequency,
minimizing the common-mode voltage, or balancing the dc
voltages. Modulation techniques for cascaded multilevel
inverters are usually an extension of the two-level
modulations [13]. According to their switching frequency,
they can be classified as follows [14]: 1) fundamental
switching frequency, where each inverter has only one
commutation per cycle, for example, multilevel selective
harmonic elimination (SHE), space vector control and
nearest voltage level and 2) carrier based switching, where
each inverter has several commutations per cycle.
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Fig. 5: Generalized CMLI Topology

Fig. 6: Proposed eleven level cascaded multilevel inveter
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Fig. 7: Eleven level ac output voltage

Fig. 8: Inverter input voltage waveform

Fig. 9: Output ac voltage waveform

Performance Verification with Fundamental Switching: software by simulation. Aformentioed, CMLI shown in
Intially  proposed  CMLI  performance  is evalauated Fig. 6 is a 11-level multilevel inverter and can generate
using fundamental switching. The desired output voltage staircase wave form  with  maximum  230  V  on  output.
waveform is generated with the aid of MATLAB/Simulink The  load  is  a  series  R–L  with  magnitudes  70ohms and
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Fig. 10: Output Current wavefrom 

Fig. 11: Total harmonic distortion in fundamental switching

Fig. 12: Inverter input voltage waveform
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Fig. 13: Output ac voltage waveform across H-bridge inverter

Fig. 14: Output Current waveform

Fig. 15: Total harmonic distortion in PWM switching
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55 mH, respectively. The Fig. 8 presents the detials of the 2. Rodriguez,  J., J.S. Lai and F.Z. Peng, 2002.
stepped  dcinput  voltage  fed to the H-bridge inverter. “Multilevel inverters: A survey of topologies,
The voltage of each dc source is about 46V which further controls and applications,” IEEE Trans. Ind.
sums up and produces a voltage peak of 230V. Fig. 9 and Electron., 49(4): 724-738.
Fig. 10 illustrates the detials of output votlage and current 3. Nabae, A., I. Takahashi and H. Akagi, 1980. A new
for suggested inverter. Resultant waveform produced neutral-point clamped PWM inverter. In: Proceeding
herein is 230 V AC. Further, FFT verfication is carryedout of  the  Industry  Application  Society  Conference,
for the output votlage waveform and THD is about 21%. pp: 761-6.
From Fig. 11, it can be concluded that waveform is quite 4. Fracchia,   M.,    T.    Ghiara,    M.    Marchesini  and
smooth in nature and close to sinusoidal. Further, it is M. Mazzucchelli, 1992. Optimized modulation
observed from the waveforms, the output current is techniques  for  the  generalized  N-level  converter.
almost sinusoidal. Since the load of the inverters is almost In: Proceeding of the IEEE Power Electronics
a low pass filter (R-L), then the output currents contain Specialist Conference, 2: 1205-13.
less high order harmonics than the output voltages steps. 4. Meynard, T.A. and H. Foch, 1992. Multi-level

Performance  Verification  with  PWM Switching: The source inverters. In: Proceedings of the IEEE Power
Fig. 12 presents the detials of the stepped PWM dcinput Electronics Specialist Conference, 1: 397-403.
voltage fed to the H-bridge inverter. Similar to previous 5. Ogasawara, S., J. Takagali, H. Akagi and A. Nabae,
verifications, Each DC votlage is fixed to 46 V, which 1992. A novel control scheme of a parallel current-
further  sums  up and produces a voltage peak of 230V. controlled PWM inverter. IEEE Trans. Ind. Appl.,
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 illustrates the detials of output votlage 28(5): 1023-30.
and current for suggested PWM inverter. Resultant 6. Ueda,  F.,   M.   Asao   and   K.   Tsuboi,  1995.
waveform produced herein is 230 V AC. Further, FFT Parallel-connections of pulse width modulated
verfication is carryedout for the output votlage waveform inverters using current sharing reactors. IEEE Trans
and THD is about 11%. Thus with PWM switcing Power Electron., 10(6): 673-9.
approach the perfomance of a proposed inverter 7. Stemmler, H. and P. Guggenbach, 1993.
significantly  improved.  Additonally,  lower order Configurations of high-power voltage
harmonics are completely nullifed which further results in sourceinverters drives. Proc. Eur. Conf Power
reduction in size of output side filter. Electron. Appl., 10(6): 7-14.

CONCLUSION Proceeding of IEEE International Symposium on

A new configuration of cascaded multilevel inverter 9. Corzine, K.A. and S.D. Sudholff, 1998. High state
has been proposed. The suggested topology needs fewer count power converters: an alternatedirection in
switches and gate driver circuits. Therefore, the proposed power electronics technology. SAE Trans J.
topology results in reduction of installation area and cost Aerospace, pp: 124-35 [Section 1].
and has simplicity of control system. The proposed 10. Baiju,   M.R.,    K.   Gopakumar,   K.K.  Mohapatra,
topology is simulated and analyzed in both fundamental V.T. Somasekhar and L. Umannand, 2003. A
and PWM switching. The THD level is reduced in PWM highresolution multilevel voltage space phasor
when compared to Fundamental switching. generation for an open-end winding induction motor

Appendix: 11. Corzine, K.A., M.W. Wielebski, F.Z. Peng and J.
CMLI parameters: R = 50 , L = 10e-3H, f = 50Hz, DC Wang, 2004. Control of cascaded multi-levelinverters.
Voltage = 46V. IEEE Trans Power Electron., 19(3): 732-8.
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